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Disclaimer



Can You Look at a Chart of Your Making and Anticipate?
● What Buyers are thinking?
● What Sellers are thinking?
● What each of them is thinking an Opposing Trader 

will do when price reaches that Opposing Trader’s 
Future Decision Point?

● Can you identify what will make yours a High 
Probability Trade?

You have an innate ability to answer them, using the same 
skills you use to read other drivers on the road.

This presentation is intended to help you with these questions.



Can You Look at a Chart of Your Making and Anticipate?

This is a multi-layered presentation, but it barely 
scratches the surface of the items it presents.

It’s intended as an Opening Door, showing you ways into 
the market through the Minds, Emotions and Techniques 
of the other participants.

Start your trade by asking about the other traders.



Can You Look at a Chart of Your Making and Anticipate?

This is not an approach seeded in mathematical 
probabilities. It’s about the market as if it was a game 
of musical chairs - and you don’t want to be the one left 
standing.

Start your trade by asking about the other traders.



A Little Bit About Myself

My previous careers were as a development executive for feature films, then as an editor of national 
commercials for well known brands.

I have been investing forever, but began trading in 2008.

I came to this approach when I realized in my studies that I was being exposed to a lot of 
one-size-fits all solutions, but I could see circumstances where those approaches failed. Over time I 
discovered that the tools of Technical Analysis could be applied across time-frames with nuance.

As I grew comfortable with what I was coming to, I had to address issues within myself that were 
creating troubles in my trading. That led to Mindfulness, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and other 
resources. Eventually I looked at Decision Making and Modes of Attention as well.



Trading is a Challenge!



Some Reasons Trades Fail

Three of these are out of your control.
Three you can approach.

The big question is - can you 
identify why it went south?



My Key Premise

The Way to Understand  
What is Going On 

Is Through Viewing the Chart 
as An Expression of Beliefs - and Emotions

What do Buyers, Sellers and Participants on the 
Sidelines Think is Going On

And How Do They Feel About It? 



How Can You Address Failed Trades?
By improving -  how you read the market, 

how you handle yourself 
and how you make decisions.



maybe there’s more than one problem, 
more than one answer.

But you’re not driving into fog, 
mental or market, without help.

And, of course, the challenge is to figure out what to do in an 
activity fraught with Uncertainty.

If a promising trade fails,



This is What You Might Want to Do

The Jellybean Jar Guessing Game is all about how many 
jellybeans are in the jar. It might seem that trading is the 
same activity, because, after all, isn’t the market trying to 
determine Value, an identifiable absolute?

You want to deduce what the perceptions of others will be.

Trading other people’s current and future perceptions of 
what they believe will lead to success.



But Maybe That’s Not the Game

Along the way to explaining his General Theory of 
Employment, Interest and Money (1936), John Maynard 
Keynes described a beauty contest where judges are 
rewarded for selecting the most popular face. But rather 
than those they personally find the most attractive, they are 
rewarded for selecting the face that is most popular among 
all the judges.

When you place a trade, your success is based on the exact 
same process. Vote for the face that the other judges have 
selected.

...you want to deduce what the perceptions of others will be.



Key to This Is Remembering...

The goal of participants in the lower time frames is to harvest 
money, not specifically to identify Value. So as you watch Price 
Action at that level, keep that game in mind. This is more like 
paying poker than buying a rental property. Price Action is being 
manipulated around perceived Value, to create opportunities for 
money to be transferred to Traders in the Know.

Intentionally read the chart as language, telling you what the other 
guys are thinking. (“This behavior in price action means the 
Controlling Trader believes…”)

You’re in a Trader’s Environment



This is What You Might Want to Do

Will they value the asset in question differently in the Future? You 
need to focus on the aggregate of their perceptions of the Future 
(which motivates their thinking).

Then you focus on the person you buy from or sell to because they 
have a perception of that group.

And through it all, remain Mindful, with well managed Attention, so 
that you’re comfortable and engaged in WHAT IS, what is actually 
going on.

You want to deduce what the perceptions of others will be.

Trading other people’s current and future perceptions of what they believe will lead 
to success.



A Trade Management Protocol for Making Decisions

Your Current Emotional State
● Your Emotional-Context - is it conducive to reading the market as it is?

Your Emotional-Context connects ideas and experiences to judgments and decisions
● Your current Mode of Attention, your ability to adjust

Anticipate Events (triggers) based on identifiable chart patterns.
● Chart reading anticipates likely Price Action from where you are, where price likely will be in the 

Future.
● Evaluate the charts from both Buyers and Sellers perspectives.
● Anticipate Your Emotions driven by events. Are the Emotions likely to be Situation Driven or 

Automatic, unthinking?
Anticipate likely Emotions to rise in other traders because of those events.
Anticipate the Behavioral Responses of traders to the Emotions themselves.  Based on the patterns 
you see, what approaches are likely for handling the Emotions? Think about yourself and, significantly, 
the Controlling Traders and the person you will likely trade with.

Lay Out Your Own Psychological Plan



Why Take This Approach?

Your plan gives you the foundation for knowing who is likely to sack you, where your receivers are 
likely to be, and how you might need to instantly adjust.

A lot of money can be made searching for what others are about to know and by anticipating how 
their response is likely to affect you.

So make a determination as best as you can about how peoples’ perceptions will change as 
events unfold, though it is fundamentally impossible to know the events sequence.

Intentionally read the chart as language, telling you what the other guys is thinking. (“This 
behavior in price action means the Controlling Trader believes…”)

Why a Psychological Plan?



         Where Do You Start?
By Identifying Patterns, by Asking Key questions 

that Get You into Buyers’ and Sellers’ Heads

Where are Controlling Traders trying to take price?
● How are they doing it?
● How well are they doing it?
● If they fail, what does that tell you?
● Do you have an environment where Multiple Trading Decision Strategies converge or is their dangerous 

indecision a nasty TR?
● Is price doing what you expect when it arrives at the points Controlling Traders are using to make their 

decisions?

Questions from Mark Douglas
What Price Action will sustain the Controlling Trader LONG/SHORT belief that they can make more money?
When (where) are the opposing traders likely to come in?
Where are deeply established Controlling Traders likely to take profits? Where are old Counter-Traders likely to 
loose faith in their positions (so as not to be trapped)?
What would have to happen for the Controlling Traders to lose faith? What would have to happen for more 
traders to join them?



Radar Love Will Get You Started
That’s What Technical Analysis is All About

The Challenge and the starting point is recognizing which tools are being applied by Controlling 
Traders in the moment. You know you’re headed in the right direction when you see predictable 
behavior that leads you to identify whether Buyers or Sellers are in Control, or whether they’re doing 
the Trading Range Dance.



What This Chart Tells Us

● Brown boxes - key points of current and past rotation
● Left side, Feb. 16th. FIB Retracement off the Globex Trading Range which established price 

consolidation against the 50 Moving Average downtrend
● FIB Retracement from Feb. 18 RTH Trading Range
● FIB Extension from Feb 19 Globex session anticipating price movement to the upside
● Price has stalled at the white moving average, the 200 eMA on this 30m chart
● Volume info at the bottom helps the trader be aware of RTH (NY) traders’ commitments



Does the LTF Price Action Give a Heads Up?

It’s not spaghetti - it’s information. Success is in what you see 
and how you use it.

If it’s true that Controlling Traders are using tools in the HTF 
environment, the Controlling Traders in the LTF are doing the same 
(and the HTF traders are watching how those LTF prices are 
moving to know if their positions are developing or at risk).



Here’s the Full Trading Day on that Chart



References

Looking for tracks in the snow!

By References, I mean all the tools of Technical Analysis that 
traders use to make decisions: MAs, trend-lines, pitchforks. They 
all have meaning, depending on context.

Think of all chart reading this way - a single candle shows you the 
negotiation that Buyers and Sellers have had over that time period.

All References are an effort to get perspective on larger periods as if they were a single 
candle.

Thus the 2m provides information on a 5m and a 15m. A 5m provides information on the 
15m and 30m. All provide information according to the flow of price through the 
time-frame you’re examining, whether it’s a trading session (the 24 hour market, Asia, 
Europe or NY) or a period established by Price Action itself and revealed through a Cycle, a 
Trading Range, or a Market or Volume Profile chart.



Key Takeaways

The challenge is to determine if there is information on any time-frame chart giving you a potential 
answer to the key questions according to Price Action on that time-frame.

This means Moving Averages, Trend-lines, Channels, Bollinger Bands, et. al., provide information on all 
charts. Geometric patterns too. Even on a 2m chart.

Everybody is using the tools of Technical Analysis as References according to their goals and 
periods of activity in the market.

● How is price moving?
● Where are the coming obstacles? Things like 

that.
● And how do the References on that time-frame 

give you information of HTFs that show what 
Controlling Traders are actually trying to do?



Determining the Influence of a Reference

The challenge is in keeping your 
curiosity active, open and organized 
so you can recognize real and active 
patterns.

The work is to observe how 
References influence Price Action 
across time-frames.

You have a pattern if something repeats 
during a recognizable time period.



How To Take Advantage of the Information

Moving Averages, all time-frames
● MA crossovers (50/200, etc.) as a marker of potential Change
● Depending on the time-frame (2/5/15/30, etc.), show Trend, Retracement and Support/Resistance
● The 20MA can mark Reversion to Mean on any timeframe, but other MAs may be used for Support and 

Resistance on the Controlling Traders key time-frame
● Provide signals of potential Change when they flatten or begin to rise or fall

Bollinger Bands, all time-frames
● Rising and falling help define a sort of trend-line
● A flattening LTF BB indicates Change. A flattening LTF BB_H in an uptrend indicates that Buyers are 

weakening. How will that influence the HTF Controlling Traders? Is it an opportunity to join off a 
Retracement (a sign of profit taking, then continuation) or time for you to consider unloading or even 
reversing?

These are just examples. You’re looking for a Heads Up to potential Price Action, when 
Change is introduced on any time-frame.

What is valuable is to recognise that price behavior on one time-frame may signal action on a 
higher time-frame which is controlled by a totally different Technical Analysis tool.



Understanding Buyers & Sellers Leads to Trades

Wicks - how they can be used for entry

A quick reminder that wicks show tests to extremes (a failure of 
Buyers or Sellers) and that, as in this grab, a white real candle 
body shows Buyers in control - a black real candle body shows 
Sellers in control. The size of top and bottom wicks is important 
too.

A very simple strategy for entering (and taking profits) is to 
recognize that wicks represent weakness. In the right context, you 
can take a long at a low wick extreme when price has blown past 
the wick bottom, as it has at 2098.2. There can be a high 
probability that price will at least return to the prior Real Body_L. 
Here, price was looking to break below the cyan zone, which 
marks prior Resistance, now Support. The rotation led to an ABC 
move up.

At the candle level.



Think of Candles as a Metaphor

The Real Body and wick structures on every 
candle tell you how Buyers and Sellers 
negotiated over the time-frame. Wicks show 
tests and rejection. Higher Closes than Opens 
show Buyers in control, etc.

The blue Volume Profile is giving you the same 
kind of information - a “real body” and wicks. 
The dim zone at the top is the “wick,” the deep 
cyan defining the majority of the Price Action  

is the body. The tall dim zone at the bottom of the Volume Profile is the bottom “wick.” If 
you think of what it’s saying as if it were a candle, we’ve got an Open near the candle 
High. Price created a Low and Buyers have moved back up, but not been able to return to 
the Open. Buyers are in control at the moment, but the Profile shows there was a lot of 
Price Action in the bottom half of the Profile candle. Given that there’s still time on the 
day, all this will change.



Think in Terms of Obstacles

Notice the white boxes, both of which mark periods of 
prior consolidation. And the cyan box, which marks a 
zone that acted as prior Support and Resistance. Being 
above price, the white boxes are areas of potential 
Resistance.

At the RTH Open, Buyers stepped in, confirmed that the cyan level was Support and 
Sellers gave up. At 9am Buyers used MAs as further Support. They then tested the 
bottom of the ETH upper consolidation, returned to the top of the lower white 
consolidation area, and found additional support against a ribbon of rising MAs. The 
upper box proved to have been the Buyers’ Target for the Day. This is an example, on a 
single time-frame, of how different References (prior levels and MAs) provided 
information on Controlling Traders’ decision making. But remember that an earlier chart 
showed a 5m candle adding information according to its structure.



To Make Sense in the Midst of Uncertainty

Look for Patterns that reliably repeat themselves.
Are traders lacking any kind of control over price movement (a 
choppy TR)?
Are traders in any one time-frame stair-stepping, creating a base, 
then a higher (or lower) base, then another?
Can you confirm what Reference traders are using to make the 
moves? (On the time-frame defining the move, what’s the Ref?)

Are LTF traders one-time-framing, so that in that time-frame the Buyers or Sellers always profit?
● Do Buyers always find their Sellers at predictable locations on that time-frame? Or do Sellers 

succeed?
Has a MA from a HTF served as Support or Resistance, so it might do the same when price 
reaches the MA again, not just the 20MA, but the 50 or 200, or even the lower value MAs?

The answer to why Price Action is taking a particular turn at a point on the chart may be an 
expression of Controlling Traders you haven’t identified, traders driven by
● Time-of-Day - the Asian session starting/ending, the European or NY sessions
● Or a market that is controlled by very short term Day Traders finally reaching the very high 

time-frame Controlling Traders’ decision point.



Beyond Technical Analysis There’s...

● Managing Your Emotions
● Managing Your Attention
● Having good Decision Making 

Strategies

Three other areas inform your Trade 
Management Protocol, increasing your 
probability of success.

These three deeply affect your ability to recognize and interpret what you see - or can even 
see - on the charts. And they are interlocked.



Mindfulness provides the tool-set to get you out of the Narrow Focus that traps you into being unable to see 
what is really going on in the market.
Sports Psychology provides training in different modes of attention that make you available for the 
different tasks involved in being a trader.
Poker provides tools for making decisions in the face of Uncertainty.

Doorways to Managing Emotions, 
Attention and Decision Making

These resources won’t help you in your 
trades tomorrow, but they’ll have dramatic 
impact on helping you Increase Your 
Probabilities.

It goes without saying that each Solution effects each of the other skills.



The Role of Mindfulness

Mindfulness is the foundation of stress management, for your ability to have access to your 
Emotions and your body, to receive the data they provide. It’s also the foundation for 
managing your Attention.

It quite simply gives you a tool-set so that you can step out of Fight/Flight or distractions 
and be able to respond openly to what is actually going on in the moment.



Mindfulness & Market Emotions

By using breathing or other awareness practices, mental block is eased 
and the individual restores access to parts of themselves that were 
immobilized during their moment of Fight/Flight, physical pain or 
obsessive thinking.

Learning to be Mindful, moment to moment, brings an individual into 
contact with The World As It Is, which is central to a trader’s success.

Mindfulness - a practice for expanding one’s attention so that an individual 
has access to multiple resources when they might be over-focused on 
emotions, thoughts or sensations.

This is the best, most comprehensive resource I’ve found for Mindfulness. My dog-eared, underlined, 
marginalia-marked copy leads me to simple questions: 
● Did I successfully use what this paragraph is suggesting, today? 
● Do I understand what it is suggesting more clearly than I did when I underlined it and wrote my 

notes next to it?
● It’s web-available audio guidance is extremely useful.



Emotions & Reading the Market

The essence of what Shull believes and what drives this presentation is…
“Once you understand the mechanics of trading, learn the other guy.”

Your goal is to get to know yourself, what your personal patterns are and 
how to address them so that you can make better decisions. And then to 
use that knowledge to inform your understanding of the players in the 
market.

Her approach is based on neuro-psychological research and her experience as a coach in the 
financial markets.
Her fundamental premise is that Emotions underlay all decisions, so key to making effective 
decisions is coming to understand how your Emotions inform your choices.
She provides tools for discovering how your unconscious framework not only bleeds into your 
trading behaviors, but is central to it - both your successes and your failures.

And in the case of both yourself and the other guy, it’s all about the 
Emotions. Don’t deny them, don’t attempt to change them. Embrace 
them as data - about your self and other people.



Regret - an Example of Emotion’s Pervasiveness

Almost every trade opens up the possibility of 
failure and the Regret it can generate is a powerful 
Emotion. Anticipating Regret will help you 
counteract its effect on your decisions.

● Develop tools for Handling Anxiety, for Living 
with Uncertainty (Including Performance 
Anxiety)

● Discover Your Automatic Behaviors
● Manage your Psychological Capital
● Develop Positive Coping Mechanisms
● Identify and counter your Defensive Coping 

Mechanisms when they are challenging your 
success (using tools like CBT - Cognitive 
Behavioral Therapy)

Your Journey Can Lead You to...



Attention, Trading & Sports Psychology

Are you sure you’re paying attention in the right way, to the right 
thing, according to the task at hand?

Once you’ve developed the skills to read Price Action as a 
language, telling you what market participants are thinking and 
once you have developed the skills to manage your Emotions, 
you still face a pretty big hurdle - are you on the ball?
● Are you looking at the market in big picture perspective 

when you should be focusing on opportunity in a single 
asset?

● Are you doing the detailed analysis of an opportunity right 
in front of you when scenarios on other assets are 
suggesting the opposite story?

Sports Psychology devotes a lot of attention to creating the skill-set you need.



The Four Modes of Attention - In Trading

Monitor your Mode of Attention to confirm you are in the appropriate 
mode for the activity of the moment.

Broad/External attention while looking for setups. To become 
aware of market conditions - patterns, positions of hazards, 
socio-economic contexts (In the Big Picture, where are 
Buyers/Sellers likely to take action?)
Broad/Internal focus for strategic thinking.To compare the 
information just gathered with the market’s and traders’ past 
performance. (Should I take a trade? How much risk is appropriate?)

Narrow/Internal focus to systematically organize and rehearse the trade. (Visualization 
techniques, including market behavior, kinesthetic and  emotional responses - 
an example of Shull at work.)
Narrow/External focus on execution. How is the market behaving at the moment? What are the 
factors? What is my Mindfulness practice telling me about my performance in the moment?



Poker & Decision Making

Improved Decision Making follows from effective management of 
the other items.

If you haven’t read market signals properly, if you aren’t attuned 
to your emotional data or to the likely emotional states of the 
other market participants, you can't make successful 
assessments of the opportunities and risks.

It turns out that decision making in Poker provides useful models. As Denise Shull says, 
trading and poker are very much the same, except that in trading the value of the cards 
changes every moment, because opportunity is not limited by a deck.

A trader, like a poker player, has the same responsibility to read the other players at the 
table and to make a Probability Assessment of their likely actions and the consequences.



Annie Duke & How to Decide

Being a better decision maker means being a BETTER PREDICTOR of the 
set of possible Futures.

Being a Better Predictor means developing probabilities. Duke provides 
tools to capture your assessments. This, of course, takes you back to 
the Key Questions at the beginning of the presentation.

Duke developed this system during her experience as a highly 
successful professional poker player.



Adapting One of Duke’s Models

Adapt this model by thinking of Buyers and Sellers.
Likelihood (terms) is an verbal estimation. Likelihood 
(%) translates that estimation into an estimated number, 
with all the possibilities adding up to 100%

You determine Likelihood by asking:
● Buyers in control? Sellers?
● Where is the obstacle to the Controlling Traders?
● How probable is it that the Counter-Trade will prevail?
● How probable is it that there will be an extended 

conversation? A Trading Range?
● Establish a numeric probability for each of your 

identified possibilities in the situation you see before 
you.

● Select the scenario that gets you closest to your goal 
(including not doing anything or even exiting the 
market.

Consider doing this before any 
execution.



How to Improve Your Decision Making After An Event

● ID the Decision you made.
● ID the actual outcome.
● Create a tree with other reasonable outcomes that 

were possible at the time of the decision (you’re 
looking for information you missed).

● Explore the other possible outcomes to understand 
better what is to be learned from the actual outcome 
you got.

Instead of looking forward to various scenarios, you’re looking back, using what 
happened and, in hindsight, what else might have happened.



The Biggest Bluff

Decision making in Poker is born of...
● Recognizing the probabilities in the cards
● Recognizing the behavioral  patterns of those sitting at the table 

with you, including how they plan to clean you out
● Managing your thinking processes

Sounds a lot like trading, doesn’t it?

This book is full of valuable perspectives for the trader, including a thought sequence 
a poker player has to go through to succeed. 



An Online Site Offering a Thinking Model

IT’S VERY ADAPTABLE TO TRADING

1. Observe the action so far.
2. Think about situational factors and the past 

play and tendencies of other players.
3. Put each person on a range of hands based on 

#2.
4. Narrow down possible actions to take and how 

the players would react if you take them. 
5. Determine what the other poker players think 

you based your decision on. If your actual hand 
has to be a factor, consider the results based 
on a show down, a laying down the cards.

http://www.pokerology.com/lessons/thinking-through-a-hand/

1. Technical Analysis, general observation
2. Buyers/Sellers behavior at the obstacles 

and opportunities they faced?
3. What are possible moves each could 

consider, given where price is and how it 
got here - both Buyers and Sellers?

4. Notice that you are not even thinking about 
a commitment to a specific action. You’re 
anticipating how Buyers and Sellers will 
react to each other’s moves here, now.

5. At this point, it’s...how is your just selected  
(highest probability) trade likely to play out 
with positive or negative results? (Examine 
both.)

TradingPoker

http://www.pokerology.com/lessons/thinking-through-a-hand/


How to Develop These Skills
You start by asking questions based on your awareness of everything 
that’s going on.

● How often does price respect the Reference I’m looking at and 
what prompts Change?

● Why did I react the way I did?
● Why did price make that move that I didn’t anticipate? etc.

And on a more specific level...
“I hadn’t seen what the LTF Bollinger Band told me about the next HTF Price Action. 
Hmm.”
● The upper and lower bands are like guardrails, showing potential containment of 

price, which is why my 15m charts have 30m BBs as gray lines, to give me a heads 
up of the HTF story.

“But a LTF trend-line influenced the next HTF Price Action. Opps, not it didn’t!”
● This might be soft containment, a place where price stalls, influenced by the LTF 

profit taking. It can produce a minor Trading Range, perhaps only as long as a single 
candle. Or it can fail.



A Model for the Thinking Process
Using Just a Moving Average Ribbon of 3 on a Single Time-Frame



The Goal is to find a way 
to make it easy to track 

how HTF traders are 
looking at the chart while 
you look at the LTF Price 

Action.

● MTF (multi-time-frame) screening with a focus on the Controlling Traders different decision making 
processes during the period of trade (Asia, Europe, NY)

● Additional charts identity the Controlling Traders on the 30m or 60m to help identify LTF 
Consolidation/Retracement/Expansion

● Each chart has data from the next higher time-frame. This flags how the time-frame might be 
expressing the more significant move. On the 5m chart above, the bold cyan line is a 15m moving 
average. The yellow dotted comes from the 30m, etc.

● The descending trend-line on the 5m chart marks the limits that Sellers went to on several 
candles, only to give up at the moving average from the 30m.



Journaling

Using the Journal, not just for the trades (why I entered, my target, what 
happened), but...

1. Discoveries in Price Action
2. Tracking my and the market’s Emotional-Context

● Logging Emotion and Thought Patterns, guided by Denise Shull and using 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy techniques to manage my state

● Logging the effectiveness and weakness of the tools
● Noting exercises and examinations to do after hours

3. Decision Making - using Annie Duke’s toolkit, other resources and discoveries 
I‘ve made

4. New observations, nuances observed
5. Actively managing my Emotions by strategies I’ve uncovered

● For example, stopping to log “10 Things I’ve been Doing Well” or “10 
Things I’ve Discovered I Can Do Better” to put myself into a positive frame 
of mine

My goal is to capture what I observed so that on weekend review, I can see 
patterns in the charts, in my Emotions, in my behaviors



How to Systematically Explore What You’re Discovering

I use MindMaps to visually organize information as 
I move what I’ve learned from my Journal into my 
mind and behavior.

A center node identifies an organizing concept, then 
nodes off to the side identify related topics. Each of the 
secondary nodes has smaller (hidden) nodes off of 
them.

This non-linear presentation helps me discover 
associations lost in a traditional linear outline or 
notebooks.

I have a different maps for different aspects of trading - 
Technical Analysis, Psychology, etc.



MindMaps

I move screen grabs and Journal entries into the 
appropriate nodes.

The organization of the MindMap is constantly evolving 
as I simplify, reorganize and add new information.

On my Market Action map, I have an area labeled 
Heuristics, where I collect and organize the growing list 
of observations of market behavior. At the moment of 
this grab, I had 65 Heuristic observations logged. 

As observations take on force, they move out of 
Heuristics into other nodes, or become a node 
themselves.



You Already Have a MindMap Model



 You Can Customize Your Approach



And Finally Some Perspective on Utilizing These Resources
A hybrid SWOT analysis on developing this approach...

1. Strength
● It gives you a framework for your  Mind, where, at the core, you want to be engaged and anticipating, 

instead of reactive.
● It draws you into an awareness of what each market participant is thinking in the moment (Buyers, 

Sellers, those Sitting-on-Hands).
● When you add an awareness of Emotional-Context (Denise Shull), it gives you data which increases 

your Probability and Future thinking.
2. Weakness / Hindrances

● The difficulties that come with it
● The time it takes to understand what is there for you to see, even if it’s hidden at the moment.
● It’s challenging to develop the Emotional-Context skills.
● The approach presents additional layers of complexity for your trading analysis. The 

transition into expanding your awareness will cost you in confusion and trades that fail while 
you learn to do this.

● If you aren’t in sync with the decision making of the market, your failing will lead to failed 
trades, even with this approach.

● What it doesn’t do
● Provide a black box solution on its own. You have to figure out what is driving the market 

decision making, how you implement your own trades successfully, knowing you are going to 
fail all the time (Regret theory in action!).



And Finally Some Perspective on Utilizing These Resources
A hybrid SWOT analysis on developing this approach...

3. Opportunity (Usually defined as external, but not here!)
● Approaching trading through this tool-set can significantly reduce your stress.
● It can free up time and energy.
● Learning how to understand and manage your Emotional-Context, how to understand the market 

participants’ Emotional-Context as well, brings deep understanding beyond trading into your daily life.
4. Threat - a source of confusion and distractions.

But, in truth, you might enjoy yourself more as your stress goes down and your profitability 
goes up.



 Another Way of Looking at This



So, Can You Look at a Chart of Your Making and Anticipate?

● What Buyers are thinking?
● What Sellers are thinking?
● What each of them is thinking an Opposing Trader 

will do when price reaches that Opposing Trader’s 
Future Decision Point?

● Can you identify what will make yours a High 
Probability Trade?

I hope this presentation helps.



BTW - Think We Face the Heavy Stuff?

Think about what it takes to 
learn to surf the Big Waves. 

Take a look at Surfing 
Psychology for what it offers.

Aren’t we just surfing price?

Success is all about 
Technique & the Mind
● Read the waters
● Manage yourself



And Now For Your Questions



THANK YOU

Contact Info:

David Winter

davwinter@aol.com


